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components, building sub-assemblies, or assembling a final
product. In addition, Y-12 disassembles weapons in order
to support stockpile reduction efforts and to retrieve highvalue materials and components. Y-12’s technology-based
missions can be distributed into the following broad
categories:

ABSTRACT
The NNSA’s Y-12 National Security Complex is a
manufacturing facility operated by BWXT Y-12. Y-12’s
missions include ensuring the US’ nuclear weapons
deterrent, storing nuclear materials, and fueling US naval
reactors. As a consequence of these missions, Y-12 makes
dozens of products, having hundreds of parts, each with
many different process steps associated with
manufacturing components, building sub-assemblies, or
assembling final products. Y-12 also disassembles weapon
components to support stockpile reduction efforts and
retrieve high-value materials and parts. These efforts must
be coordinated not only within the Y-12 complex but also
within the nation-wide nuclear weapons complex. Y-12
relies heavily on simulation models to evaluate the impact
of plant changes over multiple programs and products,
spanning multiple-years, and involving multiple interacting
organizations. To maintain these simulations with current
data and build and execute them rapidly, Y-12’s simulation
modeling group relies heavily on database-intensive
simulations described in this paper.
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All of these efforts must be coordinated not only
within the Y-12 complex (811 acres, 500 buildings, 7
million square feet of laboratory, machining,
dismantlement, and research and development areas), but
also within the nation-wide nuclear weapons complex. In
addition, DOE and other government managers often
request schedule evaluations, equipment justifications, or
new facility plans that take a multi-year look at schedule
compliance, payback, and implementation. (In fact,
sometimes the horizon is multi-decade in the context of
very expensive new facilities or upgrades.) The only way
for Y-12 managers and planning organizations to evaluate
the impact of plant changes over multiple programs and
products, spanning multiple-year production runs,
involving multiple interacting organizations is to develop
detailed simulations of the bulk of Y-12’s processes. In
order for these simulations to be maintained with current
data and to be executed in a timely manner, Y-12’s

INTRODUCTION

The Y-12 National Security Complex is a premier
manufacturing facility dedicated to making our nation and
the world a safer place. Operated by BWXT Y-12 for the
National Nuclear Security Administration, Y-12 plays a
vital role in the Department of Energy's Nuclear Weapons
Complex. Y-12 helps ensure a safe and reliable U.S.
nuclear weapons deterrent, retrieves and stores nuclear
materials, fuels the nation's naval reactors, and performs
work for other government and private-sector entities. As
a consequence of this mission, Y-12 makes dozens of
products, having hundreds of parts, each with many
different process steps associated with manufacturing
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Production and rework of complex nuclear
weapon components and secondaries;
Receipt, storage, and protection of special nuclear
materials;
Quality evaluation and enhanced surveillance of
the nation’s nuclear stockpile;
Dismantlement of weapon secondaries and
disposition of weapon components;
Prevention of the spread of weapons of mass
destruction; and
Support work for DOE and other federal agencies.
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simulation modeling group has placed a heavy reliance on
database-intensive simulations. This paper describes Y12’s use of database-intensive discrete-event simulation
focusing on some of the basic approaches as well as our
choices in software. The goal of the paper is to illustrate
some ideas for improving the utilization of databases in
simulation models and how this greater use of a database
will streamline a model making it easier to build, debug,
maintain, execute, modify, and use as an analysis tool. The
paper is organized as follows. Y-12’s simulation modeling
approach relative to database utilization is described in the
next section, some basic results are shown in the third
section, and conclusions are made in the fourth section.
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simulation modeling group relies heavily on databaseintensive models. An example of each is presented below.
2.1 “Jobshop” Discrete-Event Model
Y-12’s production mission involves hundreds of processes.
Y-12’s simulation modeling group has spent over five
years developing a generic “Jobshop” model in
EXTEND™ that can be used to model any process or a
collection of processes that can be described by a set of
finite-time operations that require identifiable resources.
Figure 1 shows a typical front page of one version of the
“Jobshop” model.
Consider the following easy-to-understand example as
a context within which to present Y-12’s “Jobshop” model.
Suppose Y-12 wished to build bicycles from a pre-defined
set of plans. Each bicycle requires a frame (made of two
parts, A and B) and two wheels (made of a tire, rim, and 60
spokes). In addition to assembling bicycles from parts, in
this fictitious example, Y-12 also takes old bicycles apart
and either directly reuses some of the parts in new
assemblies or repairs/refurbishes the parts if possible and
then reuses them in new assemblies.

APPROACH

Simulation modeling at Y-12 is used as a production
support tool. As a consequence, commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) tools are preferred to custom software. Y-12’s
simulation modeling group relies on three primary COTS
packages. These are EXTEND™, Supply Chain
Builder™, and FlexSim™ (refer to references [1], [2], and
[3] respectively). With each of these tools, Y-12’s

Figure 1: Front Page of a Simplified Version af the “Jobshop” Model
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Table 2:
Example “10-Speed Bike Product” Table
Showing Components

The relational database for this example might include the
following tables:
Programs, Products, Components,
Routes, and Sub-routes. Database tables for this model
would be tied together as follows.
1.
2.
3.

4.

The program table would contain product
information as well as a schedule for each
product.
The product table would contain components as
well as route tables for each component if they are
not available from inventory.
The route tables would have sequential steps of
operations, specified operation duration (constant
or
distribution
function),
and
resource
requirements (e.g. equipment, labor, funds,
facility, etc.)
A route table for an assembly might be placed on
the initial part of the assembly and sub-route
tables placed on each part to account for the
manufacturing steps.

The following
construction:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Component

simple

example

illustrates

the

Consider two Programs: Bicycle Manufacturing
Campaigns 1Q06 and 2Q06;
Consider three Products: 10-speed, 3-speed, 1speed bicycles; and
Consider the Components: Frame parts A and B,
Wheel (1 Tire, 1 Rim, and 60 Spokes).
Consider simple route and sub-route tables
consisting of the following steps:
Obtain part/subassembly,
Assemble/Disassemble/Repair, Inspect, Ship.

Quantity
20

Schedule
Oct 1,
2005

1Q06

3-speed

15

Oct 15,
2205

2Q06

10-speed

30

Jan 1,
2006

2Q06

3-speed

15

Jan 15,
2006

2Q06

1-speed

10

Feb 1,
2006

1

Frame A

1

Frame B

1

Tire
Rim
Spokes

2
2
120

Assemble Wheel

Making Route
Table
Make Frame
Part
Make Frame
Part
Make Tire

Operation

Duration

Units

Obtain
Parts
Assemble
Parts
Inspect

0.5

Hour

1

Hour

10

Minutes

Ship

20

Minutes

Equipment
Resource
Dolly
Assembly
Stand
Assembly
Stand
None

Labor
Resource
Material
Handler
Assembly
Tech
Inspector
Shipping
Clerk

Note: If multiple resources of the same type are
required, then resource tables are established and resource
requirements listed sequentially; that is, one operation
would cover several lines in an “Equipment Resource
Requirements” table as shown below.
Table 4: Example “Equipment Resource Requirements”
Table for the Case When Operations Require More Than a
Single Type of Equipment Resource
Operation

Table 1: Example “Program” Table Showing Products and
Schedule
Product
10-speed

10-speed

Assembly Route
Table
Assemble 10speed

Table 3: Example “Assemble 10-Speed Bike” Route Table
for the Case When Operations Require Only a Single Type
of Equipment and a Single Type of Labor Resource

This example is placed into one possible database
format in tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 below.

Program
1Q06

Quantity

Description
1 quarter 10speed bicycle
production
1st quarter 3speed bicycle
production
2nd quarter 10speed bicycle
production
2nd quarter 3speed bicycle
production
2nd quarter 1speed bicycle
production
st

Resource

Number

Assemble 10Speed

Assembly Stand

1

Assemble 10Speed

12-mm Wrench

1

Assemble 10Speed

14-mm Wrench

1

Assemble 10Speed

Medium Phillips Screw Driver

2

Designing the model and organizing the data in this
manner provides a number of advantages. First, and
extremely important to execution time, the number of
items in the model can be minimized. One item can be
used to represent an entire assembly. The item simply
goes through all of the steps normally associated with an
assembly including the steps for manufacturing parts. For
example, if one had 5 programs, with 10 products per
program, and each product has 100 parts and one
developed a model using a single item per part as opposed
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to a single item per product, then one would have 5000
items versus 50 items. For a base EXTEND™ model
(generator, queue, activity, exit), figure 2 shows that
execution time would increase by almost an order of
magnitude. This is insignificant when a typical simulation
takes 0.01 seconds but is extremely significant when a
single simulation takes almost an hour; especially when
multiple runs are desired to strengthen output statistics.

Table 5: Addition to Table 1 (Program) to Pre-Make a
Year’s Supply of Spokes
Program
1Q06

Quantity
10,000

Schedule
Oct 1,
2005

Description
Entire year’s
spoke production

Table 6: Example “Spokes Product” Table
Component

Execution Time (s)

Execution Time (s)

Product
Spokes

1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Quantity

Spokes

10,000

Raw Material

1000 lbs

Assembly
Route Table

Making Route
Table
Make 10,000
spokes
Process spoke
metal

Table 7: “Make Spokes” Route Table for the Case When
Operations Require Only a Single Type of Equipment and
a Single Type of Labor Resource
Operation
Make 10,000
Spokes
0

2000

4000

6000

8000

Duration

Units

1

Week

Equipment
Resource
Drawing
Machine

Labor
Resource
Material
Handler

Finally, easy storage of model outputs for what-if
evaluation and future comparisons is possible when results
are stored in a large database (scenario management).

10000

Num be r of Ite m s

Figure 2: Execution Time Versus Number of Items in a
Base Extend™ Model (generator, queue, activity, exit)
Running on a PC with a 2.4ghz Xeon Processor Having 1.0
GB of RAM

2.2 Integrated Resource Planning Model
The Integrated Resource Planning Model (IRPM) is
created in Supply Chain Builder™ COTS software from
Simulation Dynamics Inc [2]. This discrete-event model is
completely database driven. There are no items at all in
the model [3]. The model has a limited number of blocks
with a large amount of functionality programmed into each
block. The front page of a Supply Chain Builder model
that will simulate the bicycle production example
discussed above is shown in figure 3.

Results accounting is also done exclusively in the
database. Machine utilization, Work-In-Process (WIP),
cycle time (c.f. reference [4]), throughput rate, and material
balances are all calculated in the database. Adding and
modifying products and routes (e.g. creating route tables to
reflect the addition of new capabilities in the future) is
simplified because one need only copy and rename an
existing route table, make the anticipated changes (e.g. add
a new machine, reduce a processing time to reflect gains in
efficiency, reduce a resource requirement, etc.), and assign
the new route table to the affected products. Rapid
replication of model blocks to facilitate development is
also possible. For example, in figure 1, equipment blocks
can be copied and added to increase the number of
different pieces of equipment from nine to any number
desired and only equipment names and characteristics need
to be added to the equipment list in the defining database
table. Rapid modification of model inputs to simulate new
processes is made easy with a database-intensive
simulation. For example, suppose one wanted to model the
pre-making of spokes in the bicycle example. One simply
adds a line to table 1 to make 10,000 spokes, adds a “Make
Spokes” route table at the desired level of detail (in this
case just one step), and includes the new operations and
equipment used in the “Make Spokes” route table in their
respective lists. Tables 5, 6, and 7 illustrate the basic
changes required to implement this modification.

Figure 3:. Front Page of The Integrated Resource Planning
Model (IRPM) Simulation of the Bicycle Shop Example
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Being completely database driven has an important
additional benefit. It facilitates the development of a
custom Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the simulation
in Microsoft Access™. This GUI serves several purposes.
First, it establishes a connection between the model
database and existing corporate databases such as
scheduling data, human resource data, and equipment
availability. This keeps model data current.
Critical measures such as utilization, resource
requirements, operation costs, etc. are calculated either in
the model or in the Access™ GUI, depending on which is
easier for the programmer to implement. New programs,
products, processes, operations, resource requirements, etc.
can be added in Access™ and are automatically transferred
to the supply chain model. A run button starts the model
and, upon completion, simulation data are transferred back
to Access™. Post-processing and data analysis are done in
Access™. One version of the IRPM GUI is shown in
figure 4.

Figure 5: The Bill Of Materials (BOM) Table in the
Integrated Resource Planning Model (IRPM)

Figure 4: The Custom-Designed Access™ Graphical User
Interface (GUI) for the Integrated Resource Planning
Model (IRPM) That Keeps Data Current and Handles Data
Analysis and Scenario Management

2.3 Three-Dimensional Discrete-Event Simulation
Y-12’s simulation modeling group is beginning to use
three-dimensional, discrete-event simulation to model
some of its processes, especially those processes that have
a significant amount of logistics issues and would benefit
from spatial and geometric analyses. Y-12’s modeling
group has selected FlexSim™ [4] as the modeling tool for
three-dimensional, discrete-event simulation. An example
of a simple three-dimensional, discrete-event simulation is
shown in figure 6.
Three-dimensional, discrete-event simulations help the
modeler visualize the interaction of products, components,
machines, and resources and can identify problem areas
not evident in a non-visual model. Again, heavy reliance is
placed on tabular data to enable rapid model updating and
modification. In addition, FlexSim interfaces easily with
Microsoft Excel™.

Scenario management capability is also provided in
the Access™ GUI as well as reporting and graphing
capabilities.
The primary table describing the details of a model in
the IRPM is the Bill Of Materials (BOM) table. Unlike a
traditional BOM, the IRPM BOM not only has a materials
list, but it also has the operations associated with the
materials. A BOM for the bicycle model example is
shown in figure 5.
The BOM can represent an assembly (see assemble
bicycle at the bottom of the table) and it can also represent
disassembly, inspection, repair, and other operations. As
long as there is an input and an output to an operation it
can be represented in the BOM. For example, to simulate
a movement of material from location A to B simply have
a BOM operation that has as an operation called “Move
from A to B” and has an input “Material at A” and an
output “Material at B.” In addition, having the model built
within data tables enables further investigation of the
supply chain via ordering policy and order amounts in the
inventory table.

3

RESULTS

3.1 “Jobshop” Discrete-Event Model
Typical simulations for a large Y-12 “Jobshop”-type model
(5 programs, 10 products per program, 50 parts per
product, 1 year simulation time) is on the order of 1 hour
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Figure 6: Example of Three-Dimensional Simulation Using Flexsim™
depending upon the machine capabilities and other shared
activities. Typical results illustrating bicycle model plant
capacity are shown in figure 7.
Note that this result indicates a problem with the
bicycle factory since inventory is building and cycle time
is increasing.

4

CONCLUSION

Heavy reliance upon a database is critical to the success of
Y-12’s simulation models for the following reasons.


3.2 Integrated Resource Planning Model
Typical runs for a large Y-12 “IRPM”-type model (3
programs, 1 products per program, 50 parts per product, 10
year run) is on the order of 5 minutes depending upon the
machine capabilities and other shared activities. Many of
the intermediate results in the IRPM are stored in database
tables such as the shipments table shown in figure 8.
The tabular results are automatically transferred back
to the GUI where reports and graphs are limited only by
the capabilities of Microsoft Access™.
Major modifications to both the “Jobshop” and the
IRPM can be made in similar time frames. For example,
adding a product with on the order of 50 parts can be
completed in a day. What-if analyses can be done “on the
fly” with minor modifications (e.g. changing resources
requirements, changing resource availability, adding route
steps, etc.) taking minutes.
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A model database facilitates rapid modification of
simulations including changes in schedules,
program requirements, product components,
manufacturing steps, equipment, operations,
resource requirements, resource availability, etc.
A model database enables modelers to connect
with existing enterprise databases to improve data
fidelity both in terms of actual values and the
timeliness of data updates.
A model database streamlines the simulation
model and enables very large, multiple-program,
multiple-year models to be executed many times
to provide statistical confidence in a time frame
that is acceptable to project management.
A model database provides an excellent means to
store and retrieve model configurations for
scenario management and in support of future
auditing requirements.
A model database enables rapid modification of
model inputs and easy storage of model outputs
for what-if evaluations.
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Figure 7: Example Results from a “Jobshop”-Type Model of the Bicycle Factory Showing Inventory (i.e. work in process
[5]), Throughput, and Cycle Time (Note: “Y2” on the throughput indicates the respective curve’s axis is the second Y-axis.)

Figure 8: The Shipments Table in the Integrated Resource Planning Model (IRPM) Bicycle Shop Example


A model database improves model robustness and
makes debugging easier by consolidating results
and reducing the number of items and associated
item logic.

resides in the database and the discrete-event simulation
has no items.
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